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Abstract 

In this paper we study some properties of a topological ring-groupoid (Topological ring-
topological groupoid) as the strongest algebraic structure of a topological groupoid. 
Also we introduce the concept of subring-groupoid and topological subring-groupoid. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A groupoid ( 1 ,  3 )G is small category consists of two sets G and GO , called 
respectively the set of elements (or arrows) and the set of objects (or vertices) of the 
groupoid, together with, two maps ,  : G  GO , called respectively the source and 

target maps, the map  : GO G, written as  (x)= 1 x , where 1 x is called the identity 

element at x in GO , and   is called the object map and the partial multiplication map, 

 : GGG 


 written hghg ),( , on the set 

 )()(:),( hgGGhgGG 





 

     These terms must satisfy the followings axioms: 
                                    ( hg  ) =  (h) and  ( hg  ) =  (g)  

 ( hg  )  k=g   (h  k)  
xxx  )1()1(   
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g )(1 g =g and )(1 g g=g 

For all g, h, k G and GOx . 
    For a groupoid G, we will denote to the inverse map by: 

GG : , such that 1 gg , 
 
A morphism of groupoids H and G is a functor, that is, it consists of a pair of functions 

GHf :  and GHf OOO : such that ),()()( bfafbaf   11 )()(   afaf , 

,.. HfG Of   HfG Of  ..   and ... fGH Of   Where ba   is defined. A 

subgroupoid of G is a subcategory H that is itself groupoid. We say that a subgroupoid 
H of G is wide if GH OO  , full if ),(),( yxGyxH   for all x, y HO . A topological 

groupoid is a groupoid G together with topologies on G and GO  such that all the 
structure maps of G are continuous, that is: the source map  , the target map , the 
object map ,  the inversion  and the partial multiplication map  are all continuous. A 

morphism of topological groupoids is a pair of maps HGf :  and 

HGf OOO :  such that f  and fO  are continuous. 

The notion of a group-groupoid is equivalent to many concepts in category theory such 
as crossed modules of internal category in a group and the group object in a 
category 9 . We present the notion of a group-groupoid as given in  4 and  5 .A group-
groupoid G is a groupoid with a morphism of groupoids, the group multiplication 

,: GGGm   defined as ,),( ghhg  yielding a group structure internal to the 

category of groupoids. If the identity for the group structure on GO  is written e, then 

e1 is the identity for the group structure on the set of arrows. In a group-groupoid G for 
,, Ghg   the groupoid composition is denoted by hg   when )()( hg    and the 

group multiplication by gh . A morphism of group-groupoids HGf :  is a morphism 
of the underlying groupoids preserving the group structure.In a group-groupoid 
interchangelaw hold, )()())(( ahbghgab   . Where )( ab   and )( hg   are defined.  
The following statement discusses the structure maps of a group-groupoid. 
  
Remark 1.1 Let G be a group-groupoid. Then the target, source and the object maps 
are morphisms of groups. The group inversion GGu :  defined by gg   is a 
morphism of groupoids. The groupoid inversion GG : is a morphism of groups. 
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The interchange law of groupoid’s composition in a group-groupoid can be recovered 
from the group axioms, as in the following.  
 
Remark 1.2 Let G be a group-groupoid. If ),( zyGb  and ),( yxGa , then 

1. abababab yyeyeyy 1)1)(1)1(()1(1)1(   .  

2. yxaa aaa 1111 )()(
1 

 . 

 
Remark 1.3  (1) Let G be a group-groupoid. Then the set of identities  Gx OxA  :1  
is a wide subgroup-groupoid of G. 
(2) Let  IiGG i  : be a family of topological group-groupoids. Then the product 





Ii

iGG is a topological group-groupoid  .7  

 
Remark 1.4 All the notion of topologies, groups and rings taken from  .5    
 
 Here we present the concept of a ring-groupoid and some of its properties, taken from  
 8 . A ring-groupoid G is a groupoid endowed with a ring structure such that the 
following maps are the morphisms of groupoids: 
1. GGGm : , baba ),(  group multiplication. 

2.  ,: GGu   ,aa   group inversiom map. 

3. Ge )(: , where )(  is a singleton. 

4. ,: GGGn   ,),( abba   ring multiplication. 
 
In a ring-groupoid, if e is the identity element of GO , then e1 is that of G. Also, for 

Gba ,  the groupoid composite is denoted by ba  , when )()( ba   , the group 
multiplication by ba  and the ring multiplication by ab . Then we can rewrite the 
definition of a ring-groupoid in terms of the group-groupoid as follows: 
 
Definition 1.5 A ring-groupoid G is a group-groupoid ),,,( GOG  endowed with a ring 

structure such that the following map GGGn : , defined by abba ),( , is a 
morphism of groupoids. 
  
In a ring-groupoid, the following condition holds: 
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1. )()()()( badcbdac   . 
2. )()())(( abcdbdac   . 
 
 

2. Subring-Groupoid 
 
The following proposition describes the structure maps of a ring-groupoid, they are the 
target, the source and the object maps. 
 
Proposition 2.1 Let G be a ring-groupoid. Then the target, the source and the object 
are morphisms of rings. 
 
Proof. Since ),,,( GOG  is a group-groupoid, then by Remark 1.1 we have the target, 
the source and the object maps are morphisms of groups. Moreover, let Gba ,  and 

., GOyx   Since n is a morphism of groupoids, then the composite: 
 

),)(.(),( baOban n   implies that   
),()()( baab    

 
),)(.(),( baOban n   implies that  
),()()( baab    

 
),)(.(),( yxnyxOn    implies that 
)()()( yxxy   . 

 
Therefore, the source, the target and the object maps are morphisms of rings.                □                                          
 
We then introduce the idea of a subring-groupoid. 
 
Definition 2.2 Let G be a ring-groupoid and GH  . We call H a subring-groupoid if  

),,,,( HOH  form a ring-groupoid. Further, H is wide if GH OO   and  full if  

),(),( yxGyxH   for all HOyx , .  
 
Proposition 2.3 Let G be a ring-groupoid. Then the set of identities A is a wide subring-
groupoid. 
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Proof.  If Ayx 1,1 , then Ayx 11 . Observe that ),( AOA  form a wide subgroupoid. 

It remains to prove that A is closed under the ring multiplication. 
 Since the object map   preserves the ring structure this implies that 

xyxyxyyxyxyyxxyx 111)11()11()11)(11(11   .This implies that .11 Ayx   

Moreover, let Az 1 , then 
 

)1(1)11(1 zyxzyx   

              )(1 zyx   

            xzxy 1  

                xzxy 11   

                     zxyx 1111  . 

 
Therefore, A is a wide subring-groupoid.                                                                       □   
                                        
 
Since the set of arrows and the set of objects are rings in a ring-groupoid, then we can 
define the notion of an ideal ring-groupoid, as in the following. 
 
Definition 2.4 A subgroup-groupoid H of a ring-groupoid G, is a left ideal ring-
groupoid of G if HHGl : , defined by ghhg ),(  for all Gg   and Hh , is 

a morphism of groupoids. Similarly, H is a right ideal ring-groupoid if 
HGHk : , defined by hggh ),( , is a morphism of groupoids. Further, we 

say that H is an ideal ring-groupoid if it is both a left and right ideal ring-groupoid.
  
From Definition 2.4, since l  is a morphism of groupoids then the set of arrows of H is a 
left ideal ring and the set of objects HO  is also a left ideal ring. Further, we note that 
every left (right) ideal ring-groupoid is also a subring-groupoid.    
     
Proposition 2.5 Let H be a subgroup-groupoid of a ring-groupoid G. If the set of 
arrows of  H is a left ideal ring of the set of arrows of G, then HO  is also a left ideal of 

GO . 
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Proof. Let HOx , GOy . This implies that Hx 1  and Gy 1 . But since the set of 

arrows of H is a left ideal ring, then Hyxxy 111 . Since H is a subgroupoid, 

then HOyx . So, HO  is a left ideal of .GO                                                                     □   
                                                                                               
 
In fact, the ideal ring-groupoid is closed under the interchange law as follows: Let G be 
a ring-groupoid and I is a left ideal ring-groupoid such that Ica , . For Gdb ,  where 

,ca   db   are defined, then )( db  )()()( dcbaca   . Since the set of arrows of I is a 
left ideal then Idcba ,  and also since I is a subgroupoid (ba and dc are defined in I), 
this implies that 
 

         Idcba )()(  . 
 

A result similar to Proposition 2.5 holds if we use the concept of a right ideal ring-
groupoid.    
                                                        

3. Topological Ring-Groupoid 
 

We introduce a definition of a topological ring-groupoid and topological subring-
groupoid and investigate some of their properties. 
 
Definition 3.1 Let G be a ring-groupoid. Then G is a topological ring-groupoid if 

.1Trg  ),,,( GOG  is a topological group-groupoid; 

.2Trg  the ring multiplication GGGn : , abba ),( , is continuous. 
 
In fact, from the definition of a ring-groupoid it is implied that the set of arrows and the 
set of objects are rings, and from Definition 3.1, these sets become topological rings.  
 
Remark. Definition 3.1 is equivalent to the definition given in  6 : a topological ring-
groupoid G is a topological groupoid endowed with a topological ring structure such 
that the following maps are the morphisms of topological groupoids m, u, e and n. In a 
simple language, this means that all the structure maps in a ring-groupoid are 
continuous when the set of arrows and the set of objects are topological spaces. 
Therefore, we can construct many definitions equivalent to their definition such as our 
Definition 3.1.  
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Proposition 3.2 Let G be a topological ring-groupoid and T a subring-groupoid. Then 
1. T forms a topological ring-groupoid; 
2. )(Tcl  is a subring-groupoid, where )()( TTcl OclO  . 

 
Proof. 1. Let G be a topological ring-groupoid and T is a subring-groupoid of G. Then 

,.),,( TOT form a ring-groupoid. It remains to prove that the structure maps of T are 
continuous. Since the addition m, the inversion u and the ring multiplication n are 
continuous maps, then the following restriction maps  
 

TTTm :' , baba ),( , 

TTTm OOOO :' , yxyx ),( , 
 

TTu :' , aa  , 

TTu OOO :' , xx  , 
 

TTTn :' , abba ),( , 

TTTn OOOO :' , xyyx ),( . 
 

are all continuous. Also, since G is a topological groupoid and T is a subgroupoid, then 
the restriction of source, target, multiplication, object and the inversion maps are all 
continuous. 
 
2. Let T be a topological subring-groupoid of G. Since the set of arrows of G and the set 
of objects GO  form a topological ring, then we have )(Tcl  and )( TOcl  are subrings. It 
remains to prove that )(Tcl  is a groupoid. Since  ,  and   are continuous maps, then 
we have 
 
 
 

)())(()(( TOclTclTcl   , 
 

)())(()(( TOclTclTcl   , 
 

)())(()(( TclOclOcl TT   . 
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Now, suppose that )()(),( TclTclba
 
 . Since  , are continuous, then we have 

)(1 )( Tcla  . Also since the inversion map is a homeomorphism, then )(1 )( Tcla  . But 

the set of arrows )(Tcl  is a subgroup, then )(1 )( Tclba a   . Further, we can recover 

the composites in a groupoid by the group law, and this implies that 
)(1 )( Tclbaba a   . Therefore, )(Tcl  is closed under the multiplication of a 

groupoid. Furthermore, if )(Tcla  , then similarly we get 
 

)(11 )()(
1 Tclaa aa 

 , 

 
 which implies that )(Tcl  is closed under the inversion map of a groupoid. Therefore, 

)(Tcl is a subring-groupoid.                                                                                          □  
                                                                           
 
From Proposition 2.5, we note that if the set of arrows of H is a left ideal ring, then the 
set of objects HO  is also a left ideal ring. Then we can construct a morphism of 
groupoids as follows: since the set of arrows of H is a left ideal ring then 

HHGl :  is a map given by  ghhgl ),( , and since the set of objects HO  is a 

left ideal ring then we have, HHGl OOOO :  defined by xyyxOl ),( . But, G 

and H are groupoids, which implies that HG is also a groupoid. Then l is a morphism 

of groupoids. Therefore, we can say that the definition of a left ideal ring-groupoid is 
equivalent to Proposition 2.5. We then have the following proposition. 
 
Proposition 3.3 Let G be a topological ring-groupoid and T a subgroup-groupoid. If 
the set of arrows of T is left ideal ring, then )(Tcl  is a left ideal ring-groupoid, where 

)()( TTcl OclO  . 

 
Proof. Since the set of arrows of T is a left ideal ring and the set of arrows of G is 
topological ring, this implies that the set of arrows of )(Tcl is a left ideal ring. Again, 
since the set of arrows of T is left ideal ring, then by Proposition 2.5, we have  TO  is a 
left ideal ring of GO . But, since the set of objects is a topological ring, this implies that  
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)( TOcl is a left ideal ring of the set of objects. Therefore, )(Tcl is a left ideal ring-
groupoid.                                                                                                                          □ 
 
 
 

4. The Product of Topological Ring-Groupoid 
 
The last discussion is the product of a topological ring-groupoids. Let  IiGi :  be a 

family of ring-groupoids. Its easy to see that ( 



Ii

iGG , 



Ii

GG i
OO ,+) form a 

group-groupoid and since GO is the set of all tuples Iiix )( for each 
iGi Ox   and the set 

of arrows is the set of all tuples Iiig )( , for each ,ii Gg   then we can define the ring 
operation on G as follows: 
 
 

IiiiIiiIii hghg   )()()( ,  for each iiii GGhg ),( . 

 
IiiiIiiIii yxyx   )()()( , for each iGiGii OOyx ),( . 

  
Further, since 
 
 

))(())()(( IiiiIiiIii hghg    ,  

 
also 

 
))(())()(( IiiiIiiIii hghg    

                         = Iiiii hg ))((  

                                          = ))(())(( IiiiIiii hg    

                                                                        = ))(())((( IiiIii hg   , 
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then   is a homomorphism of rings. Similarly   and  are also homomorphisms of 
rings and the product of ring-groupoids satisfies the interchange law. Moreover 
 
 
 

))(()())()(()( IiiiIiiIiiIiiIii hgkhgk    

                             Iiiii hgk  ))((  

                             Iiiiii hkgk  )(  

                                   IiiiIiii hkgk   )()(  
 

 
 Therefore, G forms a ring-groupoid.                     
 
 
Proposition 4.1 Let IiGi : be a family of topological ring-groupoids. Then the 

product 



Ii

iGG is a topological ring-groupoid. 

 
Proof. We have G is a topological group-groupoid. Furthermore 
 
 

GGGn :   

 
IiiiIiiIii hghgn   )())(,)((  

 
Also 

 

GGGn OOOO :   

 
IiiiIiiIiin yxyxO   )())(,)(( , 

 
 
such that 
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)( iiii PPnnP      
   

 )()()( iinni POPOOOPO     
 

where ii GGP :  and 
iGGi OOPO :)( are projection maps. This implies that n and 

nO are continuous. Therefore, G is a topological ring-groupoid.                                      □ 
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